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• If you examine the markup of most site designs, they are

based on two or three column layouts, even though that

fact is sometimes visually well disguised.

• In this section of notes, we’ll examine the way these

layouts are created using XHTML and CSS. We’ll worry

about adding more visual components to the layout later,

right now we want to focus on the underlying structure of

the layout.

• We’ll examine both fixed-width and liquid layouts (where

the layout expands automatically to fill the browser

window).

Basic Page Layout
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• A basic use of columns is to organize a list of navigation

links down the left or right side of the page next to the main

content area.

• An example of this is the Jing page (Jing is a new screen

recording technology currently under development). The

Jing blog at http://blog.jingproject.com is an excellent

example of a liquid two-column layout. Their page is shown

on the next two slides.

• Visit this site and then adjust the width of your browser to

see the “liquid” effect. The main content area changes its

width as the browser changes size. The text automatically

rewraps to the new line length as the width changes.

Multi-column Layouts

http://blog.jingproject.com/
http://blog.jingproject.com/
http://blog.jingproject.com/
http://blog.jingproject.com/
http://blog.jingproject.com/
http://blog.jingproject.com/
http://blog.jingproject.com/
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Browser window smaller 

in size – note text 

wrapping compared to 

previous slide.
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Browser window smaller 

in size – note text simply 

disappears
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• Notice that when the browser is shrunk too much, that

you reach a point where the layout will become no

smaller and the right side of the browser window simply

covers it up.

• We’ll see how to implement both of these effects –

liquid layout and set a minimum width – as we look at

layouts in more detail.

Multi-column Layouts
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• Perhaps the most common layout is three columns,

typically with left navigation, content in the middle, and

the right column commonly used for advertisements,

links to other sites, headlines, etc.

• A good example of a three-column layout is

Amazon.com. They put the navigation in the header so

it can use two columns to tell you about the product and

the third column to help you buy it.

Multi-column Layouts
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• Four column layouts can also be created, but often they

will begin to look cluttered and are somewhat more

difficult to design successfully.

• One of the best four-column designs that I know of can be

found at http://alistapart.com which is a very well done

design that looks very nice and clean.

Multi-column Layouts

http://alistapart.com/
http://alistapart.com/
http://alistapart.com/
http://alistapart.com/
http://alistapart.com/
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• One thing that the last three examples have illustrated,

and you may also have noticed at web sites you

normally visit, is that virtually every layout, regardless

of the number of columns, has at the top a horizontal

area, commonly known as a header, that spans the width

of the page.

• The header’s primary purpose is to present the brand

identity of the site so users know which site they are on,

but it is also frequently used for navigation elements, as

the Amazon and A List Apart screenshots illustrate.

Multi-column Layouts
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• Most pages also have a corresponding footer element

that can provide navigation links once the user gets to

the bottom of the page, and often hold copyright and

legal disclaimers that need to appear on every page.

• The rest of the notes in this section are devoted to

looking at different ways to produce multi-column

layouts. Hopefully, these will give you some ideas for

your own websites (your project) and you can use the

basic framework as the basis for your webpages.

Multi-column Layouts
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• As we progress through the different layouts, keep in

mind that all of these layouts will increase in their

vertical height automatically, according to the content

within them.

• If you add more content, the layout increases its height

to accommodate it, and that is exactly what you want to

have happen.

• Controlling the horizontal width of the layout is the key

to the way they function. Users detest horizontal

scrolling, so it is important to be sure that they do not

have to resort to it on your webpages.

Width Matters
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• Most of the layout designs we will consider are based on

using elements that are floated using CSS to create

columns.

• These kinds of layouts can display incorrectly if they do

not maintain key width dimensions. We’ll explain all of

this as we go along, but remember: You want to create

layouts that expand vertically to accommodate any

amount of content, without changing their width.

• Setting and controlling the width is the primary thing

we’ll be concerned with as we move along.

Width Matters
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• There are two basic approaches to creating columns in

your page layouts.

• You can float them side-by-side using the technique we

illustrated in the previous section of the notes (see CSS-

P – Part 3 and 4), or you can use absolute positioning

and fix the width and location of the columns across the

page.

• There are advantages and disadvantages to both

techniques which we’ll take a couple of pages to

highlight:

Floated Versus Absolutely Positioned Layouts
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• Floated columns are quick and easy to implement, but

require that you be very careful to ensure that you don’t

accidentally cause the total width of the columns to

exceed the width of the layout.

• For example, by increasing the width of a column by

adding a large image to it. This would cause the right

column (if the image were added to the left column) to

be forced down and under the left column – clearly not a

desirable effect. However, using the nested <div>

technique we illustrated in the previous section of notes

along with an overflow property, we can prevent this.

Floated Versus Absolutely Positioned Layouts
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• Absolutely positioned columns do have a couple of

notable advantages.

• First, you can sequence the markup to put the content

first, or certainly earlier than it would occur using

floated columns. Some people will claim that this can

improve search engine visibility (personally, I think that

referring links, good title tags, and judicious use of

keywords in heading and content are the keys to being

found by a search engine).

Floated Versus Absolutely Positioned Layouts
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• Second, the columns stay in their specified locations under

all circumstances, and the layout cannot “break” like a

floated layout can.

• However, because the columns are absolutely positioned,

they are removed from the normal flow and therefore have

no sense of their relationship to one another.

• This means that it is extremely hard to create fluid layouts

with absolute positioning. It also means that a footer will

not get pushed down as content is added to the page, because

the columns are independent and don’t interact with one

another as they do in a floated layout.

Floated Versus Absolutely Positioned Layouts
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• As our first example of a basic page layout, we’ll consider a

simple two-column layout with a fixed width.

• This is a fairly common layout. It contains a relatively

narrow left column for navigation elements and a wider right

column that holds the page’s content.

• In the example we’ll build, both the left and right columns

using a fixed width, and the layout will center itself in the

browser window if the browser window is made wider than

the width of the layout.

• The next page shows a storyboard for the two-column layout

and the following page illustrates the rendered page.

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout

main_wrapper

header

navigation content

footer
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• Rather than put screen shots of the entire markup and CSS

files for this layout, I’ve put both the XHTML and the two

CSS files on the course website for you to look at and use.

In these notes, I’ll include various pieces of the markup and

CSS to discuss how the layout is created.

• This is also the first example in the course that has used two

separate stylesheets, so you might notice as the first thing

that there are two <link> elements in the header. This is

quite common, particularly as layouts get more complicated;

to separate some of the styles. In this case I have separated

the CSS into a stylesheet that deals only with text and colors,

and a separate stylesheet that deals with the columns.

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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• In the body of the document there are four <div> elements

each containing a nested <div> element. There is also a

fifth <div> element that is used to style the entire page.

• The four <div> elements cover the header, navigation

area, content, and footer.

• Recall that we utilized this nested <div> structure to allow

us more flexibility for modifying the way columns look

internally without modifying their enclosing container. We

will begin to make extensive use of this technique as we

examine these more complex layouts. (See CSS-P – Part 2,

page 39.)

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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• Although these inner divs add a little extra markup, they will

greatly simply styling and modifying your layouts, as they

solve all the commonly encountered box model problems of

columns getting larger as you apply margins, borders, and

padding.

• Using inner divs on the elements that have critical widths

associated with them removes the problem of every time you

add a 1 pixel border around that <div> needing to

remember to subtract two-pixels off the stated width (left +

right) in order to keep the <div>’s width constant.

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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• Now let’s look at the CSS stylesheet that is used to style the

columns. This is the file named:

two_column_fixed_widthCSS.

• This CSS stylesheet contains only the definitions for the

column areas of the layout. No font styles, colors, or any

other presentation styling CSS rules occur in this stylesheet

(there is one color styling of the right border for inner

navigation column that was easier to do here than in the

other stylesheet).

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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• Without this CSS stylesheet, the four main <div>

elements would be stacked one above the other across the

width of the browser by default (This is shown on the next

page).

• The CSS that converts that default arrangement into the

two column layout are the ids header, nav,

content, and footer.

• The nav and content divs are floated, which will make

them set side-by-side, and each has a percentage width

applied to it that together totals 100%, so they are the

same width as the header and the footer.

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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• The footer has a clear: both rule to ensure that it sits below

whichever of the two columns is the longest as determined by

their content.

• Normal flow does the rest of the work for us – the header and

footer are by default the full width of the main_wrapper

containing element.

• As the name suggests, the main_wrapper div encloses the

entire layout, and I’ve given it an arbitrary width of 840 pixels.

This <div> element sets the overall width of the layout because

it is the parent of the four <div> elements, and therefore its

width determines the width of the footer, the header, and the

combined width of the columns.

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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• There are two nice things about this arrangement.

• (1) By simply adjusting the width of the main_wrapper div,

you can modify the overall layout width (the elements inside this

div change their width proportionally, and their code does not

need modification to do so).

• (2) Just by adding auto left and right margins to the

main_wrapper div, the layout centers itself nicely in the

browser window if the user make the browser window wider than

the main_wrapper div; currently, 840 pixels.

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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• The following screen shot shows the page rendered using only the

two_column_fixed_widthCSS stylesheet applied to the

page (the stylesheet that sets the fonts, colors, etc. has not been

applied in this case).

• Notice on page 31, that I created a single rule for all the inner

<div> elements, using a group selector, which hides the

overflow of oversized content from within them.

#header_inner, #nav_inner, #content_inner {

overflow:hidden;

/* clips oversize elements that would otherwise

expand divs and break the layout */

}

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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• The CSS overflow property controls how element deal

with content within them. The default setting , visible,

causes the element to expand to enclose the content within it.

For example, if you modify the markup and add a large

image to the left column, that column would normally

expand vertically and horizontally to display the entire

image.

• Unexpected changes in column width like this are the curse

of floated layouts, as the rightmost column will move down

under the left column if the columns get pushed over to the

right, and suddenly it doesn’t have room to sit where it

belongs using the relative positioning of the float.

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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• With the overflow: hidden rule applied, instead of

getting larger, the column will retain its defined width and

simply display the part of the image that does fit. The

column will not change its size to accommodate the image.

• Of course, its good practice not to add an oversized element

in the first place, but sometimes you might not have control

over the content in the future.

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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• Using this nested <div> technique you can freely apply

borders, margins, and padding to the inner divs. Because

they do not have an explicit width, they always fill their

respective column divs.

• I was able to add the black line down the right side of the

navigation area by adding it to the inner nav div. I could do

this without affecting the width of the critical “outer” div

width and thereby breaking the layout.

• Just remember: Don’t apply visual styles directly to those

main column <div> elements; style their related “inner”

<div> elements instead.

A Simple Two-Column Fixed-Width Layout
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